To whom it may concern,

And hi to Helen (MP for Faversham).

You must not continue with your application to build on the nature reserves in Seasalter, Kent.

It would be an environmental crime - of which legislation is close to being passed - for *Ecocide*…

https://www.stopsecocide.earth

The climate crises has been recognised as the number 1 pressing issue of our time - so protecting our remaining green spaces - before our eco-stsysms collapse from such loss of habitat, with the Climate Crises. Wildlife has steeply declined in the last 50 years, this would add to this devastation.

**Solar panels are for roof tops - of which there are billions and billions.**

Not another business for a few Fat Cats to Get Rich - at the expense of all other living things - on a nature reserve!

You are not allowed to destroy our lands, which give life to us and animals.

It is a ludicrous idea.

Come up with a better idea - one which works in the already built environment.

The Government has created a new *Environmental Bill* which is trickling down to local Government - coupled with People Power through mass scale protests and petitions - this insidious plan will not work.

Throw it out.


Regards,

Beccy Smart